
Jim's Cleaning Worigee- Home
Cleaners - Worrigee

Our Home Cleaning Services

Gone are those days when professional house cleaning services were the
exclusive right of the wealthy and elite! More and more Australian households
each year employ the services of a professional domestic cleaner – and it makes
sense!

Cleaning is becoming more affordable. There are so many more quality domestic
cleaning companies available in today’s world – and at Jim’s Cleaning we lead the
way by delivering Australia’s finest general home and office cleaning packages
available on the market.

All of our services are well-priced and packed with value, and with one simple phone
call you too can join the thousands of Australians who already enjoy our world-class
services and superb results in cleaning!

What are the benefits of choosing Jim’s as your professional house
cleaning services?
 We represent Australia’s largest and most trusted brand – Jim’s!
 We unconditionally guarantee every service we provide
 We’re run by real, career cleaning professionals (not just hired hands!)
 We’re skilled, trained and experienced (we achieve results)
 We clean while you work, relax or play (you reclaim your time)
 Our services are well-priced and packed with value
 Our services are flexible (we’re there when you need us)
 We don’t compromise on quality – you only get the best



Our home cleaners check-list

We have a long cleaning check-list to tick off when we arrive at your place to clean!
We bring everything we need with us (only the best equipment and fresh-smelling
products) ready to start right away – efficiency is key!

Floors
Effective cleaning starts with a clean floor – so that’s where we begin! We vacuum
carpets, mop floors and tiles, lifting away dust and allergens, removing stains and
getting into the corners and under furniture for a full-coverage clean.

Kitchen
Experience a new kind of clean in your kitchen! Our Jim’s professionals know how to
make things sparkle! We clean tiles, sinks, fittings and fixtures, appliances – all the
cupboard doors, bench-tops and cooktops, leaving everything sparkling and
smelling great.

Bathrooms & toilets
Never spend another minute cleaning your bathrooms! Leave them to us. We clean
showers (including glass, tiles, grout and fixtures) and vanities, toilets, cupboard
doors, benches and mirrors, removing built up mould, dust or grime. Even
discoloured surfaces come up beautifully!

Bedrooms
Keeping bedrooms clean and dust-free is essential for a healthy home. We vacuum
and dust, wipe surfaces, furniture and light fittings – we’ll even change the sheets
andmake the bed if required.

Living Rooms
Living spaces are treated with particular care, so you can be ready for entertaining
any time! We dust furniture and table tops, window sills, ledges, blinds, lamps and
light fittings, vacuum carpets and rugs, mop the floors if necessary, and change
bins.

For all those other cleaning chores we tend to put off, Jim’s Cleaning look after
these too! From detailed Oven Cleaning to the occasional Spring Clean, Builders and
Renovators cleaning, pre-inspection cleaning, End of Lease or Vacate Cleaning,
office cleaning – our specialist packages can be arranged on an on-call or one-off
basis as needed – so you never need to sacrifice your precious time cleaning.

Landlords, Agents, Property Managers and Business Owners love Jim’s Cleaning –
because they know they’ll receive consistently professional services at everyday low
prices.



Howmuch does it cost for your home to be clean?

Each domestic cleaning project is unique; so we provide a tailor-made quote based
on your real requirements. Our all-inclusive quote contains no hidden fees or
charges – and directly addresses your key cleaning requirements. You’ll be surprised
how affordable Jim’s home cleaning services actually are!

How can I get started?

The best way to start is to give us a call on 131 546 to arrange your free
no-obligation quote. We’ll discuss your requirements and present you with some
options, until we’ve created the ideal cleaning package for you! You choose the
frequency, dates and times of visits – and once everything is finalised we can start
straight away.

What have I got to lose?

With Jim’s residential cleaning services, lose those hours spent scrubbing and
soaking, and regain precious time to spend doing what’s important to you. Say
goodbye to allergy-triggering dust, particles and grime – your home can stay clean
and refreshed for your family to enjoy year-round! Nothing more to lose –
everything to gain, with Jim’s Professional House Cleaning Services, you’ll be
delighted – guaranteed!

All cleaning professionals are fully trained and police checked, come equipped with
the latest in commercial cleaning equipment, and are comprehensively insured.

Call Jim's Cleaning Worigee today for all your cleaning needs at 0413

738 465!
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